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Round, tasty, traditional  
 

Dumplings have a long tradition in South Tyrol. The various dumpling dishes 

are favorites for young and old, and numerous cookbooks contain tasty 

dumpling specialties to try again.  

Anyone who has ever been to South Tyrol for vacation knows for sure that 

dumplings are one of the most popular dishes and can be prepared in 

numerous variations. Whether with spinach, cheese, bacon, liver,  

beetroot or mushrooms - the variety of South Tyrolean dumplings is 

extraordinarily large. Do you prefer them in meat soup or on their own? 

Accompanied by goulash or with coleslaw? Did you know that dumplings are 

never cut with a knife,  

but exclusively with a spoon or fork? 
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Did you know that... 

"Have a great morning and a powerful start to your day!" 

…Kastelruth’ s imposing landmark rises up to the south of the parish church: its 

free-standing bell tower. It was almost completely rebuilt in its present from in 

1756-58 based on plans by master mason Simon Rieder, from Brixen, after the old 

Gothic tower had been severely damaged in the village fire of 1753. The 

“Unserfrauenkirche” (Church of Our Lady), first mentioned in a letter of indulgence 

from 1353, also fell victim to this catastrophic fire. Its former site was used during 

the rebuilding of the tower, which is why the chaplain saw to it that a Marian  

chapel was set up in the ground level of the new tower for the confraternities of  

“Our Lady” and “St Erhard”. The tower´s Gothic spire was replaced by  

a magnificently tiered onion dome with a lantern. 

BOOK NOW Thursday  Friday  Saturday 

 

  Your plans for tomorrow! 
 

Kastelruth I 08:00  
Village Square: Weekly market  
 

Völs am Schlern 18:00  
Stanglerhof: Aperitif, buffet & film  

 Die vergessenen Flüchtlinge Burmas  

 
Tiers am Rosengarten I 06:30  
Seiser Alm Balance: Morning hike on the 

Tschafon mountain with  

mountaineer breakfast. Registration at the 

Tourist Offices until 3 pm the day before  

 


